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FIRST FOOTBALL TEAM (1894)
Top row—Ed. Wade, Chicago, referee; D. E. Forge; Bill Hazel; James Dean, scorer; William

Shanahan; Harry Conway; Bill Nolan; James Hayes, lineman.
Middle row—John Sheehan, mascot; John Hadyn; Walter Burns; James McDonald, captain;

Andy Plunkett, Manager; Tom Rogers; Leo Buffington; Andy Whitchy.
Bottom Row—Raphael Gonzales; James Kircsh; James McCullough.

cAn c/lthletic Retrospect

The traditions of any college are bound up to

a very great extent with her athletic glories. The
memories of mighty deeds on the campus warms
the blood of every loyal college man and the spirit

of the great teams of the past lives in every gener-

ation of its successors. It is with this thought in

mind that the writer is attempting a brief sum-

mary of Villanova's athletic annals. He was
amazed and delighted at the wealth of tradition

that is to be found in our History of Athletics.

He passes his findings on to the Alumnus that the

glorious memories may be revived and that the

undergraduate may appreciate the heritage which

is his.

Athletics at Villanova were first organized in

1869. The earliest records show baseball scores

such as:

Villanova 66, Haverford College 21.

Villanova 103, Radnor Farmers 9.

The record book for these early years shows a

mean assortment of big scores. For fifteen years

the only sport was baseball, for the most part

victories over teams like P. M. C. Then in '94, the

first football team wandered onto the campus.

Their picture looks like the cast of a comic opera,

but their scores look like the result of an adding

machine running wild.

Along in '96, we find them defeating Swarth-

more, Delaware, Haverford, P. M. C, and losing to

Penn. In '97, the annual Fordham series was
started, with two games, one a tie and the other a

victory. :,.••::',.....-'."•:,
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In 1903 there is this entry in baseball

—

"Athletics Open with Villanova. American

League Champions Return from Southern Train-

ing Trip."

In football, for 1904— •

"Fordham Plays Tie Game With Villanova.

Scores in Last Period for 6-6 Tie."

This seems to have been a big year on the dia-

mond. Virginia, Maryland, Penn State, Bucknell,

Lehigh and Syracuse went down before a Blue and

White aggregation of sluggers.


